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● Defined by origin and 3 perpendicular 
axis

● Point in space is represented by triple of 
numbers: X, Y, Z coordinate

● PhoXi 3D Scanner uses right handed 
coordinate system

Cartesian coordinate space

Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartesian_coordinate_system
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Different coordinate systems are 
useful for different kind of 
applications.

To pick the ball by the robot it is 
necessary to know the position of the 
ball in robot coordinate space.

Motivation for various coordinates
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The transformation from one 
cartesian coordinate system to 
another is a simple mathematical 
operation (translation and rotation).

Once the transformation is known, 
PhoXi 3D Scanner computes it 
internally - it can output a point cloud 
in any desired coordinate system.

Transformations

(4, -10, 67)

(0, 55, 5)
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Camera space / default
Located inside the origin of 2D image sensor.

● X-axis - pointing out of the scanner
● Y-axis - pointing down
● Z-axis - perpendicular to the image sensor

Camera is mounted under specific angle:

Scanner XS S M L XL

Angle (deg) 0.00 (15.45) 15.45 11.75 9.45 7.50
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Because the image sensor is 
mounted under the angle, points 
on the left are further.

Instead of trying to compensate 
this angle by positioning of the 
scanner, use rather “marker 
space”.

Depth map of camera space

Depth map of a plane when the scanner is mounted in parallel to this plane
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PhoXi 3D Scanner can recognize the 
position and orientation of marker 
pattern in 3D space.

The transformation from camera 
space to marker space is stored in 
PhoXi 3D Scanner.

The output point cloud will be 
returned in “marker coordinate 
system”.

Marker space

* Download: 
wiki.photoneo.com/index.php/Scans_alignment#Download_patternsCoordinate spaces (6/13)

http://wiki.photoneo.com/index.php/Scans_alignment#Download_patterns


Usage of marker space (1/4)
Calibration with plane (z-coordinate will be the same)
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Display axis render in 3D Viewer to check coordinate space.

The DepthMap is always in camera space!



Usage of marker space (2/4)
Multiple scan alignment
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Usage of marker space (3/4)
Multiple scanner calibration

There will be no master - slave setup, 
but both PhoXi 3D Scanners will 
output the point cloud in the same 
coordinate space.
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Usage of marker space (4/4)
Scanner on robot calibration

Finding the transformation from 
camera space to “Tool center point” 
space.

To get the output in robot coordinate 
space, every scan has to be further 
transformed by the current position 
and orientation of TCP (which is 
defined in robot space).

TCP
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Setup of marker space 
PhoXi Control - left pane / parameters

● Recongize Markers - if checked PhoXi 
Control searches for marker pattern 
in the 3D scene and sets up 
transformation to marker space

● CoordinateSpace = MarkerSpace - use 
the (last / newest) transformation to 
marker space

* Inverted markers will be deprecated in 
PhoXi Control 1.2 and used as defaultCoordinate spaces (10/13)



Robot coordinate space
The transformation 

from camera to robot 

coordinate system can 

be found using 

Robot-Camera 

Calibration Tool. 
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Custom space
Example 1 

Static: Relative to 
known object

Example 2

Dynamic: setting transformation based on robot 
configuration 
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At the moment, usable only by Photoneo:

● Mounting space

● Tracker space

Sorry for confusion ;-)

Other coordinate spaces
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